Natural mechanisms and artificial PEG-induced mechanism that repair traumatic damage to the plasmalemma in eukaryotes.
Eukaryotic tissues are composed of individual cells surrounded by a plasmalemma that consists of a phospholipid bilayer with hydrophobic heads that bind cell water. Bound-water creates a thermodynamic barrier that impedes the fusion of a plasmalemma with other membrane-bound intracellular structures or with the plasmalemma of adjacent cells. Plasmalemmal damage consisting of small or large holes or complete transections of a cell or axon results in calcium influx at the lesion site. Calcium activates fusogenic pathways that have been phylogenetically conserved and that lower thermodynamic barriers for fusion of membrane-bound structures. Calcium influx also activates phylogenetically conserved sealing mechanisms that mobilize the gradual accumulation and fusion of vesicles/membrane-bound structures that seal the damaged membrane. These naturally occurring sealing mechanisms for different cells vary based on the type of lesion, the type of cell, the proximity of intracellular membranous structures to the lesion and the relation to adjacent cells. The reliability of different measures to assess plasmalemmal sealing need be carefully considered for each cell type. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) bypasses calcium and naturally occurring fusogenic pathways to artificially fuse adjacent cells (PEG-fusion) or artificially seal transected axons (PEG-sealing). PEG-fusion techniques can also be used to rapidly rejoin the closely apposed, open ends of severed axons. PEG-fused axons do not (Wallerian) degenerate and PEG-fused nerve allografts are not immune-rejected, and enable behavioral recoveries not observed for any other clinical treatment. A better understanding of natural and artificial mechanisms that induce membrane fusion should provide better clinical treatment for many disorders involving plasmalemmal damage.